Chapter 7: Design Resolution
pienaarspoort
Station

the built environment is a complex game, played
by far more players on a more complex board for
a long period of time.

rail
crossing

The goal is to allow large numbers of
inhabitants and other active agents to coexist
in peace and mutual well being.
WE build to live together.
John Habraken
(Habraken, 2008: 6)
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7.0.1 elements of incremental growth

7.0.2 phase 3 - the zenith of growth and engagement

During the dissertation it emerged that the design question was to be answered
by three seemingly separate but interlaced elements in the design process:

Phase Three was selected for the focal point in the dissertation as this point is far
enough into the future to see what the precinct could be, but close enough to still
feel the connection to the site as it is now.

The unit of growth
The speculative master plan of growth
The architectural manifestation of the unit in the master plan
The unit and its development are covered in Chapter Six, while Chapter Seven is
aimed at exploring how the unit will grow and what architectural ramifications are
possible in the context of Pienaarspoort with the cement retailer as users.
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Conceptual model exploring possible forms of incremental growth in context (Author, 2011)

While the entire precinct is expected to evolve and grow over time it is speculated
that the agents involved will have assistance from larger bodies at certain stages.
This speculation of growth is conceptually illustrated and then focused around the
cement retailer at a specific phase in their development. The eventual
architectural intervention becomes an exercise in roofing and planning of the
larger construction elements, but still aims to retain the ethos of the incremental
self-build.

7.1 the platform of engagement
how could
structures
perform
one
function
now and
evolve to
take on
others

By applying the rules and patterns of growth described in Chapter Six, the possible
manifestations and forms of growth were explored in the context of
Pienaarspoort.
As described earlier in (see Illus: 130) a speculative set of scenarios based around the
cement use in the area were put down and a narrative of growth over time was
illustrated.
In order to explore this growth architecturally, the focus had to be drawn on one
particular agent in this complex process as well one particular phase that best
captured the possibility of architectural spatial, structural and programmematic
intervention.

7.2 Factors in Master plan speculation

what will
the edge
condition
along the
street be?

To explore this possibility, an interactive process of future speculation and current
needs was required. This process revealed how the master plan should function
as well as defining the requirements of the unit of growth.
The most stable factors in the process became the Pienaarspoort Station and the
edge conditions created by the mobility routes, the rail and the station building.
Taking these factors into account with GAPP’s proposal discussed in Chapter Five,
the design revealed the conditions of the site and its larger context. (see Illus: 138)

intervention needs

pienaarspoort station

could one
edge
through
response
grow
another
edge?

what will
future
needs
around the
site be?
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Speculative sketched inquiring into Pienaarspoort’s future (Author, 2011)

Illus: 138

Conceptual model of form, spatial and structural interventions on-site (Author, 2011)
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7.3 master plan at phase 3
Considering the current processes of growth analyzed and observed on-site, it can
be assumed that the government subsidized housing will take precedent over the
residential housing patterns in the area.

possible future programmes include: train station, major retail depot, public
square and eventual transport node development

The nature of the unit and its edge response in this context ((see Illus: 134) is
expected to work with the deliminal space around the edges and crossing. By
responding to the mobility routes the area between the rail crossing and the
Pienaarspoort station will become a major retail zone.

autonomously serviced
vertical elements

It is expected that the road closest to the rail edge will become a service road and
serve the light industry that develops along the rail edge side. (see Illus: 139)

(Units of growth)
possible future programmes
including storage and depot of
larger elements - containers

This light industry edge would then support the retail zone between the two
roads, thus forming the ‘front of house’ to the now active street edge. (see Illus: 139)
At this point the area around the Pienaarspoort station would have become a
public square with retail activities on its street edges. (see Illus: 139)
pienaarspoort river

governmental rdp development

current mobility patterns
informing layout of structure
within lamp post grid

street edge

rdp and other forms of
housing will occur as planned
being guided by lamp post edge
growth

retail edge

retail edge

major distribution & retail

public square

light industry on rail edge

station

railway

developing
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mobility and temporality forming the primary principles of growth

interactive container

transport node

developing industrial area

storage depot developing into train station for pienaarspoort

Illus: 139

Diagrammatic functional process of Pienaarspoort at Phase 5
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(Author, 2011)
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Phase 3 development in its context, possibilities of future edge response (Author, 2011)

current rdp
process

current rdp
process

current rdp
process

temporary
homes

intervention needs
crossing

railway

pienaarspoort station

future major road
a(GAPP FRAMEWORK)

future
bus and taxi
interchange

future major road
a(GAPP FRAMEWORK)
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Sketch Speculation of Possible processes of development and growth in Pienaarspoort (Author, 2011)
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7.4 Early incremental phases
Existing

MOVEMENT A

MOVEMENT B
placement of
public infrastructure
unit: ablution

existing retail

infill with lamp post units & rent
out

existing temporary housing
existing temporary housing

railway track
crossing

pienaarspoort station

existing site as previously
analyzed
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placement of
public infrastructure unit:
ablution

public infrastructure unit
attracts use and begins process of
engagement

placement of
public infrastructure unit:
ablution

placement of
public infrastructure unit: police
post

local retailers engage with
municipal officials to rent units.
They gain access to basic services
and structural support

MOVEMENT C

MOVEMENT D

MOVEMENT E
placement of
public infrastructure unit

infill with lamp post units & rent
out

retailers rent out spaces in
between to less economically
resilient retailers

infill with lamp post
units & rent out

lamp
post
infill

placement of
public infrastructure unit

growth and
appropriation continues
by retailers attracted
to energy of area

cement retailers take advantage of
hard edge to set up cement sales at
key juncture of roads and pedestrian
movement.
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placement of
public infrastructure unit

placement of
public
infrastructure
unit

cement retailers use
infrastructure to make extended
loading platform

cement retailers use units
to make loading platform

Speculation of Pienaarspoort growth - incremental phases (Author, 2011)
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7.5 major development phases
MOVEMENT F
infill with lamp post units &
rentable in between space

placement of
public
infrastructure
unit

infill with lamp post units &
rentable in between space

PHASE 1
placement of
infill with lamp post
public infrastructure unit
units & rent out

placement of
public infrastructure unit

loose retail elements are intermixed with
cement retail
cement retailers establish
foothold in area - pienaarspoort
becomes known as building
material depot

PHASE 2

cement retailers gain assistance
from afrisam and grow their
establishment within the area

infill with lamp post
units & rent out

placement of
public
infrastructure
unit

infill with lamp post units & rent
out

de-centralised cement depot is major element
in pienaarspoort
cement retailers move into new area,
selling their old site to other retailers,
they seek help to expand their business,
gain an identity and become more than
just sidewalk salesman

who use the infrastructure put down
by them to grow their own business
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t of

ture

placement of
public
infrastructure
unit

PHASE 3

infill with
lamp post
units &
rent out

PHASE 4

infill with lamp post
units & rent out

infill with lamp post
units & rent out

cement depot has pushed other retail to
upgrade - pienaarspoort is now a major retail
centre for all goods

infill with lamp post
units & rent out

infill with lamp post
units & rent out

storage of retail goods and distribution
intermixed with retail takes over

storage moves away, laying foundation
structure for future train station and
transport node.

years later, the cement group take
ownership of the precinct and set up a
development agency that revamps the
‘old container’ store yard to the new
pienaarspoort station

an intervention is proposed to provide
shelter for the cement retailers, that
collects water, stores energy and
through its tectonic process gives an
identity to the group.
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PHASE 5

they convert the ‘old’ container gantry into a
pedestrian bridge providing a focal point
of identity that pienaarspoort is symbol of
incremental growth by the people for the
people

Speculation of Pienaarspoort Growth - Major Phases (Author, 2011)
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7.6 phase 3 - captured in a moment

retail edge
old cement depot

DISSERTATION FOCUS
AREA

public square
pienaarspoort station

the crossing

container & goods storage yard
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Illus: 147
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Phase 3 - plan - captured in a moment (Author, 2011)

pienaarspoort
station
the major element in the
precinct. the station
area becomes a public
square used for
meetings, rallies and
other large scale
gatherings.

DISSERTATION FOCUS AREA
Cement retailer coalition facility
for distribution, collection and
retail of cement.
doubles as facility of engagement
for afrisam to gain market
information.
introduce new technologies in
cement use: i.e brick makers, home
builders and other cement users.

container & goods
storage yard
old cement
depot
as the cement
retail facility
grows it needs to
move. in its place
other retail
functions take
over ‘recycling’
the programme.

containers in areas such as
mamelodi provide a major
role in developing retail.
although limited they
are key in development
processes
the infrastructure in this
area later forms the
structure for the train
station

lamp posts
the lamp posts act as both
urban structural order
as well as reacting to
urban order in facilitating
current and future mobility
routes.

the crossing
the key element in
motor and
pedestrianmovement
driving the precinct
at this meeting
point.

rdp housing
while rdp is not
considered the most
appropriate form
of mass housing. it
is expected that the
verticality introduced
by the lamp posts will
inspire verticality and
density in the upgrades
to these homes.

street edge public retail
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Phase 3 - perspective - captured in a moment (Author, 2011)
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Illus: 149

Phase 2 - Site section - phase A - C (Author, 2011)
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Phase 2 - Site section - phase 1 - 5 (Author, 2011)
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Illus: 151

Phase 2 - site perspective - view from cross roads (Author, 2011)
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cement goods

7.7 the cement depot
The depot is the head of a much larger more de-centralised network. From this
point the cement is brought in, stored, sold and distributed.
While the main driver of the form was movement of goods, either by fork lift
(mechanical, or manual) wheel barrows or hand moving. (see Illus: 152)
The design of the loading platform is the key in arranging this space to work as a
distribution and loading point. (see Illus: 153)
The facility also has an administrative and educational and administrative role. For
this there is a multilevel floor plan to make space away from the busy ground
floor activities, for meetings, offices, administration, lectures and possible retail to
other smaller businesses. (see Illus: 154) & (see Illus: 155)

machine lifting moving from truck

Spatial programme
The primary component in the planning is the programming of the loading
platform. This platform in its use will be the point of interface for the supply,
distribution and collection of materials.
The importance of the platform is carried through by becoming the point from
which meetings are held and chaired.
Systemically the platform also works as the service core for the facility, housing
the pumps, water pipes and various other services that the facility needs. (see Illus:
166 , on page 128) The water faucets are supported and distributed through the
platform as well as making the concrete form the key programmatic piece in the
forming of the facility.

hand movement

manual forklift

wheelbarrow

Materiality
As Afrisam is the agent of control in the facility, the use of pre-cast cementitious
products was considered appropriate. As the lamp posts formed the first wave
of infrastructure, followed by the roads, the provision of culverts for drainage
inspired the use of the same culvert design to be used as the platform base.
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truck forklift

The culvert base is then used as the cover element, allowing for ease of access to
the maintenance of the service elements below.
Illus: 152
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Design elements in loading platform (Author, 2011)

Illus: 153

7

The Cement Depot in Phase 3 - Loading Platform Design (Author, 2011)
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wc

communal
meeting space

retail spaces

cement office
retail space

long term
cement
storage

long term
cement
storage
distribution office space

upper loading platfo

retail
space
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upper loading platfo

rm

cement
office

Illus: 154
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retail
space

cement
office

retail
space

The Cement Depot in Phase 3 - Level 1 (Author, 2011)

rm

cement
office

cement
office

retail spaces

retail spaces
retail spaces

header tanks
header tanks

retail
space

cement
office

cement
office
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retail
space

retail
space

7

The Cement Depot in Phase 3 - Level 2 (Author, 2011)
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7.8 Providing shelter
Through the process of designing the unit and its projected patterns of growth it
emerged that certain elements in the process could not be facilitated by self-build.
At certain points in the projected growth, when the formation of groups of people
performing similar functions reaches a critical point, it becomes necessary to
share the collective energy between the available resources.
In the form of the cement retailers, the requirements for a facility that enhances
their business are simple: a raised point for collection and distribution, a means to
move these goods easily, environmentally comfortable administrative spaces and
most rudimental a shelter to keep the goods dry.
The roof is simultaneously the strongest element in the identity of the retailers
while being the most direct symbol of their need in an architectural form.
The roof construction, form and concept all lie in the possibilities that a simple unit
of growth, in this case a truss member determined by a manageable size for a
single or group of men to handle, can be used to span the required length and
perform environmentally by collecting water, providing shelter from the sun and
ventilating the space below.(see Illus: 159)
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Illus: 157

Illus: 156

Structural exploration of roof form (Author, 2011)

Evolution of the roof form based on shelter requirements below and resource harvesting above (Author, 2011)
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Illus: 158

Sketched process of roof form based on structural, process and resource requirements (Author, 2011)

Illus: 159

Rationalization of roof form (Author, 2011)
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retail office

cement office

head office

street edge

back of house
front of house
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the system allows for:

•

incerases density through
verticallity.

•

sustainable solutions through
collective energies & shared
resources.

•

A large scale developmental strategy
that works through bottom up system
of control and ownership

•

A mutually benefical building system
that relieves municipal bodies of
administritive resources

water collection

cement
retail

retail space

service road

ice

loading
platform

light
industrial

Illus: 160

Proposal for Cement Facility, Using the roof to define the spatial quality (Author, 2011)
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7.9 Rationalizing the roof

sheet metal
roofing

The construction of the roof is to be made by a small team of builders using the
units along with scaffolding and truss ties to incrementally assemble the roof.
Using temporary supports to stay members, while further members are added to
hold the structure in place. (see Illus: 159)
c-channel
purlins

The roof system is intended to symbolize the power in the synergetic assemblage
of the similar parts to create a coherent yet elegant element,
The shape of the roof allows for the collection of rain water, while transparent
panels of clear pvc allow light into deeper areas.
The roof spatially frames the space while giving the cement retailers a facility that
embodies their activities and process in the parameters of temporality and
flexibility around mobility routes.

truss
system

water
collection
system

units of
growth
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Illus: 161

The Cement Depot - structural breakdown (Author, 2011)
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Illus: 162

Axonometric explanation of Roof Structure (Author, 2011)

rail line

light
industry

street
edge

back of
house

street
edge
Illus: 163

7

Spatial Programming of Cement Depot (Author, 2011)
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7.10 distribution of cement
The construction of the roof is to be made by a small team of builders using the
units along with scaffolding and truss ties to incrementally assemble the roof.
Using temporary supports to stay members, while further members are added to
hold the structure in place. (see Illus: 159)
The roof system is intended to symbolize the power in the synergetic assemblage
of the similar parts to create a coherent yet elegant element,
The shape of the roof allows for the collection of rain water, while transparent
panels of clear pvc allow light into deeper areas.
The roof spatially frames the space while giving the cement retailers a facility that
embodies their activities and process in the parameters of temporality and
flexibility around mobility routes.

upper loading
platform

stairs

short term storage
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medium storage

Illus: 164

Section CC (Author, 2011)
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loading
platform

Illus: 165

Service street perspective looking East (Author, 2011)

Illus: 166

7

Section AA (Author, 2011)
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7.9 Rationalizing the roof
The construction of the roof is to be made by a small team of builders using the
units along with scaffolding and truss ties to incrementally assemble the roof.
Using temporary supports to stay members, while further members are added to
hold the structure in place. (see Illus: 159)
The roof system is intended to symbolize the power in the synergetic assemblage
of the similar parts to create a coherent yet elegant element,
The shape of the roof allows for the collection of rain water, while transparent
panels of clear pvc allow light into deeper areas.
The roof spatially frames the space while giving the cement retailers a facility that
embodies their activities and process in the parameters of temporality and
flexibility around mobility routes.

Illus: 168

long term
storage

distribution office

Service street perspective looking West (Author, 2011)

long term
storage

loading platform
mid term storage

mid term storage
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Illus: 167

Section DD (Author, 2011)
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Illus: 169

Back of house perspective (Author, 2011)

Illus: 170

Street View (Author, 2011)
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Illus: 171
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Section EE (Author, 2011)

Illus: 172

7

Section FF (Author, 2011)
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Illus: 173
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Section BB (Author, 2011)
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Illus: 174
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Street View 2 (Author, 2011)
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